
DOLMAN SHORT SLEEVE TOP

BACK

NB This pattern has been calculated for personal 
measurements and fits approximately a size 14.
Measurements should be calculated against swatches 
knitted in the yarn to be used. 

Yarn used: 4ply acrylic
Tension used as follows:
Stitches 2.6=1cm
Rows    3.9 = 1cm
Tension Dial 8 on a brother KH-950i for stocking stitch

The stitches given is only for half of the pattern, 
what is worked on one side is done on the other.

Cast on  46sts (23 each side) knit 1 row. Increase a 
further 12sts knit row, then inc. another 12sts on the 
other side. Continue until there are 70 stiches each side 
(140 total). Continue knitting until 12th row.

Side shaping:  Dec. 1st every 12 rows 6 times (72rows). 
Knit 6 rows ending with 64sts and 78rows (20cm).

Row counter 0. knit 47rows (12cm). Then inc. by 4 stitches at start of each row 8 times (96 sts) row 
55.

Sleeve shaping: Row counter 0. knit 79rows(20cm). 

Shoulder shaping:
Dec. 5sts alternate rows 7times then dec 1 more stitch total 36.
Dec. 5sts alternate rows 5times then dec 1 more stitch total 26.
Dec. 3sts alternate rows 4times then dec 1 more stitch total 13.

Knit the remaining 21sts for neck onto waste yarn (16cm).

FRONT

Cast on 136sts (68st each side) knit 1 row.

Side shaping:  Dec. 1st every 12 rows 6 times (72rows). Knit 6 rows ending with 62sts and 78rows 
(20cm). 

Row counter 0. Increase 1stitch every 6rows 7times. Knit a further 5rows totalling 47rows (69sts).
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Increase 6sts alternate rows 4times. Then inc. 3sts alternate rows once (96sts). Row 57

Sleeve and Neck shaping:

Row counter 0. Knit 70rows then start neck shaping.
Put centre 10sts each side (total 20) into hold position.
Dec. 1st from neck edge every 5rows 11times, but at row 95 start sleeve shaping.

Dec. 5sts from sleeve edge alternate rows 7times then dec 1 more stitch total 36.
Dec. 5sts from sleeve edge alternate rows 5times then dec 1 more stitch total 26.
Dec. 3sts from sleeve edge alternate rows 4times then dec 1 more stitch total 13.

Finish neck shaping at row 125.

COLLAR- English rib. 

Calculate sts. around neck edge. For knitting the collar follow instructions on page 92 of Brother 
Ribber Techniques manual. 

Block garment pieces, attach collar and make up garment.

The edges of the sleeve, back and front can be a rolled or ribbed edges or anything else of one's 
choice.
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